A new undergraduate computer engineering curriculum, ICED, is being introduced at the University of Rhode Island. The main feature of the curriculum is a design project spanning the last three years of the major. This gives continuity to a student's studies: they will always know why they are learning a particular topic, and how it ts into the big picture. It also introduces them to long-term projects, and the requisite good documentation and communication habits necessary for its completion.
Introduction
The University of Rhode Island has developed a novel undergraduate Computer Engineering (CE) major curriculum. Traditional CE curricula are composed of disparate courses which poorly unify key themes and do not allow students to develop critical abilities. The Electrical and Computer Engineering (ELE) department at URI will remedy these ills with a new CE curriculum. The centerpiece of the curriculum will be the design of a richly complex digital system: a network of computers including, particularly, a computer with hardware and important system software built This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation through grant number DUE-9751215, and in part with software donations from the Mentor Graphics Corp. and Xilinx Corp. This is a revision of a paper that appeared in the Proceedings of the 1997 International Mentor Graphics Users' Group Conference.
entirely by each student. This project will span the courses taken for the last 3 years of each undergraduate's studies.
This curriculum will allow a novel emphasis on fundamental engineering understanding, which can not be developed in projects of shorter duration. Students will develop an understanding of how design decisions play out over time, they will employ sophisticated design techniques using standard simulation and synthesis tools and they will make complex software/hardware tradeo s.
This uni ed, longitudinal Integrated Computer Engineering Design (ICED) curriculum has been planned over several years. It has been accepted by the university, and began in the Fall 1997 semester.
This paper introduces the ICED curriculum and its goals. Since ICED is in the process of being realized, this paper presents a work in progress. Our recent experience with the rst courses in ICED is given, including a description of our initial evaluation methodology.
Curricular Need -The old version of the computer engineering curriculum lacked cohesion, as well as large-systems design, construction and evaluation. Also, there was not a large software component, and hardware and software were not linked in a meaningful way, especially to understand the tradeo s between the two. Further, the emphasis on networks was not as great as it should be, especially with the explosive growth of the Internet.
The students need experience in complex digital system design, simulation, construction and evaluation. Although design these days is predominantly done with simulation, physical experience with complex hardware is essential for a computer engineer. \...there is something about late night debugging of that`last' hardware problem that gives student engineers respect for the real di culties of hardware, that simulations alone do not provide." 1 Related Curricula -Several schools design and build computers as part of their CE curricula, e.g., Georgia Tech 3, 4], UCSC 10] and others 5]. However, such projects are usually done all at once, as capstone Senior design projects. A key element of ICED is a three-year long in-depth design project as part of most of the CE courses.
Some schools also involve compilers in the capstone projects. At Georgia Tech, this includes the modi cation of a retargetable C compiler to accommodate the student-designed computer. However, compiler construction in general is not incorporated in the experience; to our knowledge no school integrates a complete compiler design course with the computer hardware component of a CE curriculum. In fact, no school seems to require a compiler construction course as part of its CE curriculum 5]. Therefore, in such traditional curricula, the opportunity to make hardware/software design tradeo s is relatively restricted, especially considering the large role such issues have in current computer (and most digital system) design. ICED requires a compiler construction course; it is integrated with the major project.
Many excellent tools have been devised to study computer architecture 6]. While they may provide much in the realm of understanding of an existing architecture, they do not give the student much freedom in design, hardware/software tradeo s are not investigated in detail, and the student does not work on real hardware, only simulations. In 12], a comprehensive simulation environment employing both varying software and hardware components is available to the student; however, the student is only able to change system speci cations: the changes to the compiler and hardware are made automatically. This does not give the student any design experience, and forces the student to only use the options allowed by the simulator writers. In our initial experience with The Integrated Computer Engineering Design (ICED) Curriculum allowing the student almost complete freedom in architectural speci cation and design, we have been amazed at the rich diversity of approaches students have taken in their designs, a refreshing change from the usual vanilla 32-bit RISC CPU.
Another issue involves the design tools used in a curriculum. Although it is possible to construct one's own in-house CAD (Computer-Aided-Design) tools 1], keeping them simple (as compared to industrial tools) and thus easier to learn, the student then does not experience the full power of industrial tools, nor does she/he become acclimated to the complexities of real-world design. Another issue is that at some schools di erent design tools are used in di erent courses, adding to the overhead of tool-learning time to the student. In ICED, the industrial CAD tool suite from Mentor Graphics will be used throughout the curriculum.
In current curricula, students do not participate in projects lasting more than one or two semesters. In practice, projects last much longer, often years. With the major project occurring over three years, ICED necessitates that the student create clear documentation, and deal with outcomes beyond any one course.
There are related projects. In 7] and others, networks and distributed systems are investigated, but only from a programming point of view, and the studies are not integrated with other topics. Integrated research across the curriculum is proposed in 11], but this is in the eld of Psychology. In a closer but still di erent area, 9] proposes an integrated curriculum in Digital Signal Processing and Communications. Many hardware simulation, design, and emulation or construction curriculum projects have been pursued, including the use of modern Field Programmable Gate Array chips, such as in 2, 8] , but the study of compilers was not included, networks were not addressed, and the work was not integrated across a curriculum.
The New CE Curriculum
A key ingredient to successful digital system design is making appropriate design tradeo s amongst the hardware and software components of the system to achieve a suitably-performing, cost-e ective design. The ICED curriculum ties together what is traditionally unrelated content from di erent courses. This allows students a key, novel experience { the design, over years of studies, of an actual, complete, working network, particularly including a computer with both the processor and the compiler built by the student.
The design tasks to achieve these aims are distributed amongst the required core courses as follows. The courses are taken roughly in the order shown. The catalog descriptions of the courses are given rst, then the design tasks are described in italics], followed by the names of tools used (all of them Mentor, unless noted otherwise).
1. ELE 201/202 -Digital Circuit Design: Logic gates, Boolean algebra, combinational and sequential circuits, analysis and design of sequential systems, multi-input system controllers, asynchronous nite state machines. Laboratory experience in digital electronics; logic design projects using standard integrated circuits. Familiarization with industry-standard CAD tools. Design, simulation, construction and test of components for the computer, e.g., an adder, as well as simple control circuits. Introduction to the VHDL hardware modeling language.] Design Architect (schematic capture), Quicksim II (schematic simulation), QuickHDL (VHDL Compilation and Simulation). Design and simulation of a simple machine instruction set for the student's computer, using VHDL and other CAD tools. High-level design is performed.] QuickHDL, Renoir (highlevel design and VHDL synthesis, e.g., graphical state machine and truth table entry, and conversion to VHDL).
3. ELE 405 -Digital Computer Design: Hardware implementation of digital computers.
Arithmetic circuits, memory interface, data path, control path, input/output. Synthesis tools. Gate level design, simulation, construction and veri cation of a simple digital computer. Design, simulation, construction/emulation and test of the digital hardware realizing the instruction set devised in ELE 305. Gate-level design is performed, along with VHDL aids (e.g., for logic synthesis). The same suite of CAD tools is used. The computer will be emulated, debugged and evaluated, using rapid prototyping hardware (FPGA), and logic analyzers.] Design Architect, QuickHDL, Quicksim II, Renoir, Galileo (VHDL-to-logic synthesis tool); Xilinx M1 (FPGA mapping, routing, and con guration).
4. CSC 402 -Compiler Design: Grammars and languages; lexical analysis, parsing and translation, symbol tables, runtime storage administration, object code generation. Students will construct a compiler for a small programming language. A compiler providing translation from a high-level programming language to the machine instruction set of the student's computer is written and tested.] HP logic analyzer sourcecode{to{analyzer mapper.
ELE 437 -Computer Communications:
Computer networks, layering standards, communication fundamentals, error detection and recovery, queuing and delay-thruput trade-o s in networks, multiple-access channels, design issues in wide and local area networks. A simple wireless or wired local area network is designed, incorporating standard network elements such as layering, error detection and recovery, and throughput management.] Design Architect, Quicksim II, QuickHDL, Renoir.
6. ELE 408 -Computer Systems Laboratory: Engineering design problems involving modern microprocessor systems, operation of ALUs, data paths, control units, input/output, and memory systems. The hardware and software of the computer are integrated, and the overall system is debugged and evaluated using benchmark programs. The e ect of hardware/software design modi cations on cost and performance is measured. The di erent computers of the entire class are hooked together in a simple network; communication amongst them is achieved. The network is evaluated. The emulation hardware and logic analyzers are again used.] All of the above tools. Other optional or potential components (these are not initially required, to ease the realization of ICED):
CSC 412 -Operating Systems: Presentation of the general concepts underlying operating systems. Topics include process management, concurrency, scheduling, memory management, information management, protection and security, modeling and performance. A simple operating system / monitor is written and tested for the computer.] HP logic analyzer source-code{to{analyzer mapper. Thus, the students are exposed to many industrial CAD tools in the course of their studies, including schematic capture (Design Architect), hardware programming language use (VHDL, via the QuickHDL tools), high-level design (Renoir), and synthesis (Galileo)
Equipment -The Mentor suite was chosen as the primary CAD tool provider in the department after an exhaustive evaluation and comparison of the major CAD tool vendors. Mentor was the clear favorite, being the most complete and lowest cost of the vendors' o erings. It is also very popular in industry, and may legally be used in research (both undergraduate and graduate), especially that involving industrial participation.
In April of 1997 we received an equipment grant from the National Science Foundation for the support of ICED. With the grant, we have purchased 10 Sun Ultra 1's with 128 MB RAM to run the Mentor tools and the emulation hardware. We are also using our old Sun IPC's as X terminals, one IPC connected to each Ultra, to stretch the number of workstation seats further. We also plan to purchase a Sun compute server, for jobs too large for the Ultra's.
Our lab setup will be based on commercially available rapid prototyping emulation hardware units employing Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA's); they are Virtual Computer Corp. EVC1s units. The programmability of the FPGA's allows for many experiments of di erent computer designs to be made. Emulation 2 is being used more and more in industry, both for nal products as well as prototyping, so this will give the student valuable exposure to a modern technology, lacking in the old curriculum. Discrete components will be used for the network interface, adding to the \hands-on" experience. Three lab stations have been setup, each with its own emulation unit, HP 1662CS logic analyzer and Sun Ultra (out of the 10 above); a prototyping board extension to the EVC1s unit will be added in the near future. Given our current class size (about 30 students in ELE 405 in the Spring 1998 semester), this might seem to be an insu cient number of stations. However, all of the design work can be done on any of our Sun's; a full lab station is needed only at the end of a lab for physical debug and cost and performance investigations.
We will have some interesting capabilities with the lab equipment, once all of the software tools have been installed. In particular, it will be possible to correlate an analog view of a signal with a digital view of the signal, with its particular machine/assembly instruction, and nally with the corresponding original high-level source instruction of the test program. This will give the student the ability to see the e ect of a design change at one of these levels on all of the levels, and thereby see the e ects of hardware/software tradeo s in an extremely concrete way. 3 Progress Report As stated above, the lab equipment is mostly in place.
ELE 305 was taught for the rst time in the Fall 1997 term. The class contained about 60% computer engineering majors with the remainder being electrical engineering majors (ELE 305 is required for all of the department's majors; the following course, ELE 405, is only required for computer engineers). It had mixed success.
For the main project, the class was divided into about 8 teams of about 4 students each to create their instruction sets, model and evaluate them, and model a complete computer system with CPU, bus, memory, and I/O. Each team was composed of an architect, a designer, a validator, and a recorder; over the course of the di erent parts of the project, each student was to have each role once. Each team produced a single report for a project. A student's grade on a project was the mean of the grade on the individual student's contribution to the whole e ort, and an overall team grade.
Bare VHDL was used for the rst, simple designs. The CPU and system were created with the high-level Renoir design tool; this allows the direct graphical entry of state machines, truth tables and block diagrams. Renoir generates VHDL code from this input. All of the VHDL models were to be simulated and veri ed with QuickHDL.
At the end of the term, only 1 or 2 teams had their computer systems substantially working, but most teams were close (everything designed, much of it debugged). The team structure did not work consistently. In many teams, the roles were not actually rotated; the same people tended to do the same tasks throughout the term; there were a couple of cases of half of a team doing almost all of the work, and the other half doing little. This was especially true at the end of the term. Although the students' course and instructor evaluations have not been processed, even with the above problems, the informal feedback I have gotten from the students has been very positive.
The students worked very hard, many of them were highly enthusiastic. I believe I erred in requiring them to learn too much on their own, especially with respect to mastering the CAD tools. A lot of time was spent guring out design methods and tool idiosyncrasies. This also slowed down the lecture pace, as much class time was spent on these issues. I believe they still learned a lot, and that these problems are correctable. I am revising my approach in this term's (Spring 1998) ELE 405 class, and trying to ease their assimilation of new tools to a much greater extent. Further, their rst task is to nish their ELE 305 projects, so no one will fall behind, in the long term.
I have largely given up on the big team concept. It is too easy for individual students to slack o , and not learn what they should. Although the conventional wisdom is that schools these days are supposed to develop teamwork skills in their students, it is my view that my role is chie y to aid the student in acquiring technical knowledge (especially principles), skills, and thinking abilities, not to provide job training. The latter is ne, as long as it doesn't overly impact the former. Thus, in ELE 405 I have returned to the standard undi erentiated 2-student partnership as the basic entity. Also, every student will have to submit their own reports; they have to be able to write. (Partners can of course share data, graphics, etc., but the English must be an individual's own.)
Beginnings of a Formal Evaluation We want to be able to make a concrete judgement of the ongoing success or failure of ICED. We have devised a methodology to do this, which is itself somewhat experimental.
In the original formulation, every student was to ll out a questionnaire asking how satis ed they were with the new or old curriculum. However, this was abandoned since it did not provide any objective evaluation of the student's abilities. The approach we ARE trying is now described.
At the end of each term every student in every core class in the Junior or Senior years is asked
The Integrated Computer Engineering Design (ICED) Curriculum to ll out a survey form. This form consists of two parts: data on the student, such as major, class, courses taken to date, etc.; and a hardware/software tradeo question. (The question used in Fall 1997 is given in Appendix A. Note that there is no single correct answer.) The forms are lled out in class at the same time.
Half of the students (chosen at random) also provide their name in the rst part. This was done since some of us felt that without a student putting their name on the sheet, the student would not take answering the question seriously, and would not expend e ort on it. We will look at the di erence between the two groups to try to resolve this for future surveys. The results of the survey do not a ect their grades in any way.
After completion, the two parts of each survey are marked with a unique random number for identi cation purposes; the parts are then separated. The second parts, the answers to the tradeo question, are combined from all of the surveyed classes and shu ed. They are then evaluated independently by two or more computer engineering faculty members, using a common grading guide sheet, and without knowledge of the contents of the corresponding rst part's information; this includes not knowing the corresponding student's name. Once this data has been generated, it is re-linked with that of the rst part, and summarized and analyzed, noting correlations or anti-correlations, and relative abilities of di erent classes. Note that for this academic year all of the Seniors are on the old curriculum. They are also surveyed in relevant classes, and these forms are also put in the common pile before grading. Therefore, the grading is curriculum, student, class, major, student background, and course blind. However, once graded, all of the variables are separated out, and the correlations can be made. We will also get some information by looking at how di erent graders graded the same forms.
The results from one semester will not necessarily be indicative of ICED's e ectiveness, although they may be. The survey results from successive semesters will be tracked over time, and then summarized.
The survey was given out in the Fall 1997 semester. The forms are still being processed. Time and space constraints permitting, they will be included in the published version of this paper.
Summary, Status and Conclusions
For those students desiring hardware and software computer engineering design skills, as well as the underlying theoretical knowledge, to create complex, realistic digital systems, the new URI curriculum will o er a unique experience. We believe that our experiences with this ambitious, new approach to undergraduate curriculum should be a valuable model for programs across the nation.
ICED is becoming a reality; it has been approved, and became o cial with the Fall 1997 semester. The Mentor donation was granted two years ago (Fall 1995). Since then we have used many of the CAD tools with great success in our courses. The new workstations were installed in the Summer of 1997, and were used in ELE 201/202 and 305 in the Fall. The lab stations have been purchased, and are being con gured in time to be used by ELE 405 and 437 in the Spring. Although only Freshman were required to begin the new curriculum this Fall, Sophomores and Juniors were de facto switched to the new curriculum at that time. Thus, the rst students following ICED will graduate in less than two years.
The ICED curriculum is a novel attempt to bring the problems and opportunities of a longterm project into the undergraduate curriculum, allowing students to engineer complex digital systems from both software and hardware components, and to comprehend the structure of these systems, from networks to gate-level logic in a CPU. Many aspects of computer architecture are investigated, including Instruction Set Architecture, microarchitecture, system architecture, and
The Integrated Computer Engineering Design (ICED) Curriculum network architecture. Hardware/software tradeo s are studied throughout the curriculum. You are an engineer in the GE Whiz Co., designing their next product, a new type of industrial robot. Your speci c immediate task is to determine whether one of the necessary functions, an Analog-to-Digital Conversion (ADC), should be realized in hardware or software. Only a few (less than a hundred) of these robots will be sold since they're very expensive. As part of the sensor data processing, the ADC has to be performed continuously during the robot's operation. If the ADC is realized in hardware, it will be able to operate at a much higher conversion rate than a software-based version, allowing the robot to sense its environment more frequently, and thus move faster and perform its tasks faster. The hardware ADC is expensive, costing about 5% of the total cost of the robot. A software version of the ADC would cost much less. It would run on the robot's main processor. It is expected that over the lifetime of an individual robot, it is likely that both hardware and software versions of the ADC could be improved, making the product more attractive to potential buyers. Consider all aspects in answering the following question, including cost, performance, functionality, etc. QUESTION: Which do you recommend, using the hardware or software version of the ADC? What considerations led you to your recommendation? 2. Your boss liked your work on the big robot, and now wants you to realize the same ADC function in a new small, cheap, personal robot. The marketing people say a million or more can be sold. QUESTION: Which do you recommend, using the hardware or software version of the ADC? What considerations led you to your recommendation?
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